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Theory of core-level inelastic x-ray scattering spectra and 
partial local densities of states in low-2 atom crystals 
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Institute of Physics, Rostov State University, S t a c m  Avenue 194, Rostov-on-Don 344104. 
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Abstract. A method for calculating the doubledifferential cross sections of the inelastic x-my 
scattering (Ixs) associated with low-Z-atom K-level excitation of solids is proposed. We have 
included both the first- and the second-order contributions of oneelectron perturbxion theory. 
The secondader contribution is shown to be signiticmt bnly far comparatively amall initial 
photon energy ( R q  c 2 keV). The fist-order term is proved to be determined by p partial local 
densities of electron states (p wos)  whereas the secondader term is determined by s was. An 
expression is proposed which enables us to determine the p and s LbOs from expedmental LXP 
spectrn mensured for different initial photon energies and transferred momenta. Using available 
experimental 1ks specw and x-ray absorption spectra we have determined the E* and a' p LDOS 
for graphite crystal. The resulB obtained are compared with the theoretid n* and a* LDOS 
calculated using the full multiple-scnttering method. The calculated and experimenol mos are 
in =%onable agreement. both as regards peak positions and absolute values. 

1. Introduction 

Information about the local density of unoccupied electron states @os) in solids is of 
great importance for studies of the chemical bond and local atomic structure in crystals and 
amorphous media. The widespread experimental technique that provides direct information 
about the LDOS in solids and molecules is x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Being 
convenient for the deep atomic core levels, XAS is faced with significant difficulties in the 
case of soft-x-ray spectra because of the short mean free path of soft x-rays in solids. Not 
long ago an alternative technique was proposed [I] which was shown to provide information 
similar to that provided by XAS but which appeared to be much more convenient for studies 
of the shallow-core-level spectra. This technique known as inelastic x-ray scattering (IXS) 
spectroscopy [ 1,2] is based on the treatment of the spectra of hard x-rays being inelastically 
scattered from the crystal which undergoes electron excitation during x-ray scattering. In 
the case of excitation of a definite core level, the x-ray energy loss is determined by the final 
energy of the excited electron, and consequently the probability of x-ray inelastic scattering 
should be connected with the LDOS at the excited atom position. 

The calculations of the Ixs cross sections are based on +e well known Hamiltonian of 
the electron-photon interaction We,, involving two terms: 

where 3 is the electron momentum operator and d is the vector-potential field operator. 
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The term I@$) is small in comparison with $2;) but it is responsible for the first-order 
perturbation theory contribution to the IXS amplitudes whereas the largest contribution due 
to the main term I@(') is of second order nature. In the case of a homogeneous electron gas 
the last contribution is exactly equal to zero and therefore the Ixs amplitude is determined 
by the I@$) term of the Hamiltonian. In [1 ,2]  the theory for inelastic photon scattering from 
the homogeneous electron gas developed earlier [3] to describe the Ixs spectra of soIids was 
employed. There is no doubt that this theory provides an adequate description of the IXS 
spectra associated with the excitation of the valence band delocalized electrons. Meanwhile 
the second-order contributions to the Ixs cross section resulting from the I@$ term do not 
vanish in the case of the spectra associated with the excitation'of the core-level localized 
electrons. Consequently the core-level Ixs spectra should be treated more thoroughly. 

In section 2 of the present paper the general one-electron theory for the core-level 
contributions to the Ixs spectra is developed, which enables us to include both the first- 
and the second-order terms. In section 2 a method is also proposed which enables us to 
determine the partial LDOS from the expenmental IXS spectra and x-ray absorption spectra 
which are formed owing to the K-level near-edge excitation of low-Z atoms. In section 3 the 
experimental p Dos of graphite obtained from the K x-ray absorption spectra and the K Ixs 
spectra are compared with the theoretical spectra calculated by the full multiple-scattering 
method. 

ev 

2. General theory for the core-level contributions to the IXS spectra 

To calculate the Ixs amplitudes within the oneelectron approximation we have included 
the first- and the second-order processes described by the diagrams shown in figure I. 
Figure ](a) shows the first-order contribution resulting from the term I@$) in (1). 
Figures I@)-l(e) give all the second-order contributions resulting from the term $2;). 
From these diagrams the following expression for the Ixs amplitude T can be derived: 

where ko, W. e+ and IC,, 01, el are the wavevectors, frequencies and polarization vectors of 
the linearly polarized photons for the initial and final states, respectively, of the process; I ~ o ) ,  
E O ,  Irpj), &j and [pi), ei are the initial, intermediate and final wavefunctions and energies, 
respectively, of the excited electron; V is the normalization volume for the photon states; 
q = ko - kl is the transferred momentum. 

It is worth noting that the summation in the second and the third terms in (2) is taken 
over both unoccupied and occupied intermediate oneelectron states j .  To show this, one 
should take into account that the second term in (2 )  results from figures l(b) and I(d) and 
the third term results from figures I(c) and I(e). 
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Figure 1. 
second-order conbibutionr to the IXS amplitude. 

Diagrams which describe the fint- and &-e d e 

To overcome the difficulties which arise owing to the summation in (2) over nuperous 
intermediate states j ,  it is useful to introduce the one-electron Green function (CF) G: [4]: 

6: = IVj)(vjl 
1 ~ - ~ j + i q  

Substituting this expression in (2), one represents the second and the third terms in the large 
parentheses as follows: 

A / p f ( r )  exp(-ikj . r)(el . fi)G:(r, T‘) exp(ik0. ?‘)(eo . ;)@(T‘) d’r d3r’ 

+- vr(T)exp(ilco.p.)(eo.fi)G’E,(T, T’)exp(-ikj.r’)(ej.;)V~(r‘) d’r d’r‘ 

(3) 

where E = hwo + E O ,  E‘ =Awl - E O .  

Since we treat hereafter only K-excitation processes, the radius ro of the atomic orbital 
%(T) is small. Let the x-rays considered satisfy the condition koro << 1 @WO << 25 keV for 
carbon atoms). In this case the dipole approximation may be used in the first-order matrix 
element in equation (2): 

m ‘ S  

(vilexp(iq. WPO) = bil i4 .  Tlvd. 

The GF G t E , ( ~ ,  T’) rapidly decreases with increasing’lr - T ’ I  owing to the large negative 
value of the GF energy parameter -E’. This enables us to use the dipole approximation also 
in the second term in (3). Within this approximation, one has exp(ik0.r) Y exp(ikI4)  Y 1. 

The GF G:(T, T’) does not decrease with increasing I T  - T’I but it oscillates rapidly. 
Taking this into account, one can show that the main contribution to the integral over T 

in the first term in (3) is provided by a small region near the centre of the excited atom. 
Consequently the dipole approximation may be used to calculate this term too. As a result 
we have 
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Using the Fermi golden rule, one easily arrives at the following expression for the 
double-differential Ixs cross section per one K-shell electron: 

where ro is the classical electron radius, 

Taking into account the properties of the function @(r),  which is defined in (3, one 
concludes that the main contribution to the matrix element J pf(r)@(r)d’r is provided by 
a small region near the centre of the excited atom. As was shown many years ago in the XAS 
theory [4,5], expressions such as (7) may be simplified by the following transformation: 

M = -- CJ*(r)Im[G:(r, r‘)]@(r’)d3rd3rr (8) X ‘ S  
where the GF energy parameter E = hwo+&o -Awl is determined by the energy conservation 
law. Since we treat here only near-edge excitation processes, this parameter should be close 
to the conduction band bottom of the crystal. In the case of graphite we shall consider E to 
be within the n* and U* bands. 

To calculate the integral (8), one needs to know the GF G f ( r ,  r’) near the centre of the 
excited atom where the crystalline potential is spherical with respect to the atomic centre. 
Since the imaginary part of the GF obeys the homogeneous SchrOdinger equation for both T 

and T’ arguments, the following expansion for -(l/~)Im[G:(r, r’)] takes place near the 
atomic centre: 

where R&) is the real regular solution of the radial Schriidinger equation for the orbital 
momentum 1 and the energy E ;  YL(?) are the real spherical harmonics, where L (1, m), 
F = r j r  and FLLZ are real coefficients which can be either calculated or determined from 
the experimental data. Of course, before determining these coefficients, the function R,r(r) 
should be normalized. 
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To ascertain the physical meaning of the coefficients FLLJ, we take into account that 

is the number of electron states per unit energy inside a sphere of radius Ro. Employing 
(8),  one arrives at a useful formula for N,(Ro): 

where the radius Ro should be so small that the expansion (8) was valid for r < Ro. 
According to (lo), the expression FLL l$ Rzl(r)rZdr may be considered to be the 

number of partial L states per unit energy inside the sphere of radius RO around the atomic 
centre (partial LDOS). Since we study l o w 2  atom K excitation into the electron states 
which are close to the conduction band bottom, only the terms with I = 0 and 1 = 1 may 
be involved in (8). Taking into account the symmetry of the graphite crystal and taking the 
x;  axis of the coordinate system perpendicular to the basal planes of graphite, we have: 

I 
- - Im[Gz(r, r’)l = F,R~(r)Y,(72)R,o(r’)Y~(72’) + FnR,~(r)Y~3(72.)RLl(r‘)Y~~(P‘) x 

+ F, R, I (r) Re, (r’) [ YI I (?)YI I (72‘) + YIZ (72) YIZ (6‘11 (1 1) 

where 

Before substituting the expansion (11) into (8). one should study the symmetry of the 
functions @I(?-) and @z(T) defined in (5). Since 90(r) is the s-symmetry function, @I@) 
is obviously the superposition of p-symmetq functions. To clarify the symmeny of the 
function @ z ( T ) ,  one should first take into account in (5 )  that, owing to the large values 
of the energy parameters E and -E‘ of the GFs G ~ ( T ,  T’) and G+,.(r, T’), the effect of 
neighbouring atoms on these functions is negligible and hence they can be calculated for the 
spherical potential of the excited atom. As a result, the integrals G ~ ( T ,  T‘),&~o(T‘) d3r‘ 
and G + , ( T ,  T’) ,&~o(T‘)  d’r’ in (5 )  (where ,& = -im/ar;) are the p-symmetry functions 
and consequently the function %(r) is the superposition of s and d terms. 

Putting the expansion (11) in (8) and taking into account the symmetry of the functions 
@I (T) and @ 2 ( r ) .  ‘after simple calculations one obtains 

where 

and 
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The expression for the double-differential cross section now takes the final form 

where 

S(q, 00) = (Frqi + F&K: + FAKoI2 

is the dynamic structure factor which has been determined in [2] for the graphite crystal by 
the experimental IXS spectra, 411 = q3  is the projection of the vector q on the xg axis, and 
41 is its projection on the basal planes of graphite. 

Since the coefficients KO and K I  can be accurately determined by simple atomic 
calculations and the experimental 1% spectra can be measured for different directions and 
absolute values of the transferred momentum q, one is able, in principle, to determine Fs, 
F, and F, from the experimental spectra. Of course, before calculating the coefficients 
KO and KI, one should choose the norms of the wavefunctions RE&) and Rel ( r ) .  Let us 
normalize them as follows: 

where yI&) and (pzp(r) are the 2s and Zp atomic radial wavefunctions of the free carbon 
atom. 

Employing such normalization for the functions Re&) and R,, ( r ) ,  one could interpret 
the coefficients F,, F, and F, in (12) and (15) in terms of the LCAO model. Within the 
Framework of this model, one may consider that F, is the number of 2s electron states per 
unit energy (2s LOOS), F, is the number of x*-type 2p states per unit energy (2p; LDOS), 
and ZF, is the number of u*-type 2p states per unit energy (Zp; LDOS). Naturally, such 
interpretation is possible only when E is within ir* and U* bands. One should note that the 
defect of this interpretation is the dependence of the 2s and 2p LDOS on the parameter Ro. 
Fortunately, this dependence is not strong for comparatively small Ro owing to the well 
known phenomenon of radial wavefunction shape conservation (i.e. the shapes of the RE&) 
and R,, ( r )  radial wavefunctions change slowly within a wide energy region for r < R I ,  
where RI is the position of the main maximum of the function pnl(r)). 

Equation (13) is not suitable for calculating the coefficient KO because one needs to 
integrate in (13) the expression which contains the rapidly oscillating function G;(T, 7‘). 

The calculations can be simplified if the following transformation of the matrix elements in 
(13) is carried out (see appendix): 
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where U ( T )  is the atomic potential. 
One can easily see that the main contributions in all terms in (17) are provided by the 

small region near the centre of the excited atom. As mentioned above, in this region the 
GFs G$(r, T’) and G ~ , , ( T ,  T’) can be calculated for the spherical atomic potential. Using 
traditional one-centre expansion for the GF in (17) and integrating over angular arguments, 
one obtains 

+ 1- I Ej - EO 1 R,o(r)r*r2dr 
A E - E i  ar 

i Ej -&0 

A E‘+&; 
- -- /” 

where the functions HA and REI are the solutions of the atomic radial Schrodinger equation 
which satisfy the same boundary conditions as the functions h:l and j ~ l .  

We have calculated the coefficients IKo)’ and K?; through equations (14) and (18) using a 
self-consistent potential of the free carbon atom. Normalization of the functions Rs] ( r )  and 
R,&) have been carried out according to (16) for RO = 1.34 au (one half of the interatomic 
distance between the nearest carbon atoms in the graphite basal plane). The results obtained 
for the initial photon energy Roo  = 8 keV are presented in figure 2 where the coefficients 
l & 1 2  (curve 1) and K: (curve 2) versus the photon energy loss are shown. We see that 
owing to the above-mentioned phenomenon of radial wavefunction shape conservation the 
coefficients )KO/’ and K: do not depend strongly on the photon energy loss. For qualitative 
processing, the experimental spectra that we have employed average magnitudes for n* and 
a* bonds of these coefficients. The dependence of the average magnitudes of the coefficients 
IKo1’ (curve 1) and K: (curve 2) on the initial photon energy hoo is demonstrated in figure 3. 
The results obtained show that for large photon energies (Amo >> 2 keV) the second-order 
contribution to the total IXS cross section, which is proportional to IKolzFs, is small and 
should be taken into account only in the case of x-ray forward scattering. On the contrary, 
for fioo < 2 keV the second-order contribution is sufficiently large and hence, using soft 
x-rays, one can study the 2s LDOS in the crystals by the Ixs spectra above the Kedge. It is 
worth noting that the mean free paths of 2 keV x-rays in the crystals, which contain low-2 
atoms, are not too small. 

We would like to emphasize that the information about the 2s LDOS cannot be obtained 
by the usual XAS method for low-Z elements owing to the dipole selection rules but it is 
interesting. For instance, when this information is obtained for diamond, it enables one to 
solve the well known problem 161 of the deep s excitation level which is expected to appear 
in,the forbidden gap owing to the K-hole potential influence. It is easy to show that in the 
case of diamond the expression for the double-differential Ixs cross section takes the form 

S(q, 0 0 )  = FJKOl’ + FfrszK: 

where 3F, is the Zp LDOs,’and the other notation is the same as in (15). 
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N y r e  2. The coefficients ] & , I 2  (line 1) md K f  (linez) 
versus the photon energy loss for the initial photon 
energy fimj = 8 keV. 

3. Comparison of the experimental and theoretical T* and CT* LDOSs for graphite 

To obtain the experimental n* and U* LDOSs for graphite we employed the 1xs spectra 
presented in [Z] and the C x-ray absorption spectra presented in [7]. In [2] the absolute values 
of the IXS cross sections have been measured for the initial photon energy ftoo = S keV. In 
this case the contribution of the second-order terms to the cross section as has been shown 
in section 2 is negligible and hence 

Fiyre 3. Averaged maDitudes of the coefficients 
IKo12 (line I )  and K t  (line 2) versus the initial photon 
energy. 

S(q, WO) = ( F d ;  + F&:)K: 

(see equation (15)). Using this equation and average magnitudes of the coefficient K :  for x* 
and U* bands we have calculated the n* and U' LDOSS (F, and ZF,) using the experimental 
Ixs spectra. The results obtained are shown in figure 4 (dotted curves). One may obtain 
information about the LDOS by also employing absolute values of the x-ray absorption cross 
sections. The K-shell contribution uK to this cross section in the case of the graphite crystal 
takes the form 

(20) UK = Sa 2 arhoo(cos2@~, + sin2eF,)K: 

where Q is the angle between the x-ray polarization vector e and the basal planes of graphite. 
Unfortunately the C K x-ray absorption spectra for the graphite crystal presented in [7] 

have not been measured in the absolute scale. In 171 the C K x-ray absorption spectra were 
measured for 1113 > 8 > 0 where Q is the angle between the basal planes in graphite and 
the x-ray polarization vector. For Q = 0 they obtained the spectrum associated with the 
electron transition into a* states. To obtain the pure contribution of n* electron states we 
have carried out a decomposition of the spectrum measured for Q = n/3. As a result we 
have obtained the cross sections in arbitrary units which are proportional to 

U;) = 8x2ahmF,K: 

and 

U$' = ~X~CXRUOF, K? 
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Figure 4. (a) m* LDOS and (b) R* mos 
in electron number per electronvolt versus 
the phoron energy loss (ES spectra) or the 
photon energy (XAS): -, resnIts of the 
full multiple-sc+ttering calculations; .... . .. 
results obtnined from the IXS spectra (21. 
.... , rerults obtained from XAS 171. 

(see equation (20)). To calculate the absorption cross sections we have used the absolute 
value of the carbon atom scattering factor f presented in the tables in [SI for the photon 
energy f i w ~  = 340 eV which exceeds the absorption edge by more than 40 eV. In this 
region the absorption cross section oscillations are of EXAFS character and hence the atomic 
cross section for the graphite crystal almost coincides with that for the isolated carbon atom, 
4n(e2/mco) Im(f). Since the C K x-ray absorption spectra have been measured in [7] up 
to this energy, we are able to use the magnitude Im(f) from [SI for the normalization of 
the experimental absorption spectra. After simple calculations we have obtained K* and U* 

LDoss which are also presented in figure 4 (dashed curves). It is worth noting that the z* 
and U* LDOSS obtained from the experimental C K x-ray absorption and Ixs spectra appear 
to be quite close to each other. It is interesting to determine from the LDOS obtained the 
number of C 2p states per K' band and U *  band. To do this we have calculated the integrals 

where w is the photon energy in the case of K x-ray absorption spectra and the photon 
energy loss in the case of IXS spectra; w; = 20.66 Ryd, o; = 22.25 Ryd, U; = 20.66 Ryd 
and 02" = 23.43 Ryd. The results obtained are presented in table 1. 
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Table 1. The calculated and experimental numbers of 2p electron StateS per n* and II' bands 
for gmphife. 

Calculated numben Experimental numben 

ground is-hole 
state slate !XssQec1n ' us  . ...., 

Nrp: 2.57 1.98 2.02 2.24 
N,". 1.12 0 . 5 1 -  0.67 OS6 

The calculations of R* and U' LDOSS for graphite have been carried out by the traditional 
full multiplescattering method using GF formalism and the muffin-tin (MT) approximation 
for the crystalline potential. It is worth noting that the MT approximation for the potential of 
the layered crystal is not quite satisfactory. Indeed, the interatomic potential averaged along 
the electron paths joining atoms of one layer is essentially more attractive than that averaged 
along the paths joining atoms of different layers. Since U *  wavefunctions in graphite are 
localized mainly near the layer which contains the absorbing atom and R* wavefunctions 
deeply penetrate into the interlayer space, one deduces that the interstitial potential (MT 
zero) used for the x *  LDOS calculations shouId be less attractive than that used for the 
U* LDOS calculations. Estimation of the interstitial potential shift is complicated and we 
consider these potentials to be the adjustable parameters. 

We have considered the potential inside the carbon atomic spheres to be equal Io the 
free-atom potential calculated by the HermanScillman [9] algorithm. To include the K- 
hole presence and the extra-atomic relaxation we have calculated the potential of the ionized 
carbon atom for the configuration ls'2s22p3. For the empty electron states the DirooHare 
[lo] exchange potential has been employed. The interstitial potential for the U *  calculations 
has been chosen in such a way that the potential discontinuity at the atomic sphere surface 
was as small as possible to ensure that the U' LDOS is sufficiently contrasting. The interstitial 
potential for the K* calculations has been chosen to provide the energy difference between 
U* and x* bands in agreement with experiment 

The scattering phase shift SI for the carbon atomic spheres has been considered to be 
equal to zero for 1 > 2. To calculate the U* LDOS the plane 73-atom cluster has been used. 
To calculate the K" LDos ,we have, used a five-layered cluster which contains 89 atoms. 
The theoretical LDOSS obtained in this way which are presented in figure 4 (solid curves) 
appear to be in reasonable agreement with the experimental LDoss. This result confirms 
the adequacy of the one-electron theoretical model and the method of experimental spectra 
processing proposed above. 

Using equation (21) we have calculated the theoretical magnitudes of the numbers N$ 
and N;; of C 2p states per U* band and R* band which are presented in table 1. We 
see that these numbers are in good agreement with those calculated fiom the experimental 
x-ray absorption and Ixs spectra. In table 1 the thoeretical numbers N$ and N f j  calculated 
for the ground state of the graphite crystal are also presented. Comparison of the results 
obtained shows that the effect of the K-hole potential on the N f j  is more substantial than 
on N;;: The large magnitudes of the numbers N$ and Nf; for the ground state of the 
crystal In comparison with those which are predicted by the simple tight-bonding model 
can be explained by the overlapping of the neighbouring-atom 2p and 2s wavefunctions. 
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As a result we arrive at the equation 

Conducting similar transformations of the term which contains the GF we have 

Substituting (Al) and (A2) in (4), one obtains 

Using equation (A3) A d  carrying out transformations similar to those which have 
resulted in equation (12), one arrives at equation (17). 
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